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Acrylic paints
Suggested Brand name: Golden If you buy another brand rather Golden please be sure pigments are artist grade.
Don’t buy hues!
Don’t purchase open acrylics!
Size: 2oz. Tubes
Must have colors…
Cadmium yellow medium
Cadmium red medium (Do not! purchase paints labeled hue or academy. Student grade paints are inferior )
Quinacridone crimson or alizarin crimson
Titanium white (buy the 8 oz. Tube if available)
Burnt umber
Ultramarine blue
Suggested colors to have in addition to above:
Cerulean blue
Hansa yellow light
Burnt sienna
Brushes
Size 6 bright bristle
Size 6 round bristle
I would suggest also having two smaller brushes (than size 6) and two larger brushes. (Than size 6) look around and
decide based on your budget and how they feel in your hand. I would rather you come to class with two brushes then
go back and make an educated decision as to what you need than to have you purchase brushes you do not like.
Also purchasing some inexpensive smaller brushes with soft bristles is recommended(don’t go too expensive packs
of brushes should be 15$ or less. I often see these at Columbia Graphic and Art Supply on Burnside)
Painting surfaces
Canvas paper tablets
You can paint on almost anything if you prime with gesso first. I would suggest using canvas paper tablets, which are
fairly inexpensive and come in a variety of sizes usually already pregessoed.
But cardboard or other heavyweight scrap papers are appropriate too!
Gesso is available at most art stores.
Approximate size suggestions for painting surfaces:
Painting surfaces may be as small as 11x14 inches. But please go as large in paper size as you feel comfortable!
Come to the first class prepared to start 3 or 4 paintings.
Palette
Disposable wax paper palettes available at most art stores. 11”x14”or larger.
Pieces of Glass or acrylic are also suitable options.
Wooden palettes are great but can be hard to clean.
Also please bring a palette knife.
In addition: cotton paint rags(cut up an old tshirt), a glass jar/or large yogurt container.
NOTE! All you need for first class is burnt umber and ultramarine blue paint. A surface to paint on, a brush,
palette knife, palette, jar and paint rags. IF you are on a tight budget and concerned about spending on
materials, please! let me know. We can make adjustments to meet your budget needs.
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